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ten men of the Sa'ar tribe going towards Shanna—perhaps
the party whose scouts had frightened and been equally
frightened by us only four days before. And then we came
upon young sprouts of the Andab grass, which told of recent
though slight rain in these parts. Inevitably we paused
until our camels had obliterated that thin splash of green
from the desert landscape. The Andab is ever the first of the
herbs to come to life after rain, and the Abal runs it close.
But Alqa, Birkan and Zahr need more coaxing. Of them
all the Abal, with Hadh a good second, lives longest in the
lengthening drought: and the Badawin from long experi-
ence can date back falls of rain with approximate accu-
racy by the state of these bushes in various parts of the
desert.
We marched over a long succession of vast saucer-like
depressions with high rims and easy slopes down to greater
or smaller exposed patches of the calcareous or gypseous
rock-bottom varying in colour from a deep greyish-blue—the
colour of Dorset cheese—to white and grey. Some of these
patches had from the distance all the appearance of vast
lakes. In some the rock shelved back in a serious of distinct
steps into and under the enveloping sand ; while in others
the surface lay flat with a covering of grit and gravel dotted
here and there with larger fragments of rock.
From this basin-tract we passed into Hibaka Qa'amiyat,
a district of parallel sand-ridges running SW. and NE., close
together with narrow valleys between them, and easy
enough to negotiate. Half a day's journey to the north lay
Sanam al Hawar, an area of low dunes picturesquely named
c the humps of the camel-colts/ while the high ranges of
Qa'amiyat still ran parallel to us on the left hand not far off.
A charming landscape it was indeed, but how lifeless 1 Afar
off ahead of us an eagle was soaring about in stately solitude,
seeking food. Nearer to us a raven watched our passage
through the desert from the safe vantage of a dune-peak,
while desert larks appeared from time to time. A long
whitish snake with upreared head and flicking tongue
charged through our advancing column; and 'Ali was off
his mount in a trice chasing it as it fled to a neighbouring

